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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on cover song identification among

datasets potentially containing millions of songs. A com-

pact representation of music contents plays an important

role in large-scale analysis and retrieval. The proposed

approach is based on high-level summarization of musi-

cal songs using chord profiles. Search is performed in

two steps. In the first step, the Locality Sensitive Hash-

ing (LHS) method is used to retrieve songs with similar

chord profiles. On the resulting list of songs a second pro-

cessing step is applied to progressively refine the ranking.

Experiments conducted on both the Million Song Dataset

(MSD) and a subset of the Second Hand Songs (SHS)

dataset showed the effectiveness of the proposed solution,

which provides state-of-the-art results.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in digital media have allowed for exten-

sive wide-spread growth of musical collections. We en-

tered an era of content-based multimedia search engines,

boosting the demand for advanced audio analysis tools and

applications. Cover song identification based on the anal-

ysis of audio contents is a challenging problem, caused

by the fact that different renditions of a song can differ

in tempo, instrumentation, key, or genre. Given this, au-

dio spectral contents of two covers can vary significantly

from one another. During the last decade, the problem of

cover song identification has been of a great interest to sci-

entists working in the Music Information Retrieval (MIR)

research area [1–3]. Identifying cover songs can help de-

tect copyright infringements and correctly handle music li-

cense management.

In this paper, we propose an approach to large-scale

cover song identification using chord progressions and

chord profiles. A chord progression is extracted from audio

or from chroma features provided with the Million Song

Dataset (MSD) [4]. For the most part, the approaches pro-

posed in the literature are based on the alignment of local

features, which is typically performed by Dynamic Time
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Warping (DTW) [1], or string alignment [5], and require a

significant amount of computational resources. To build a

system that can operate on a large scale, we propose the use

of chord profiles for indexing and fast retrieval. A chord

profile of a song is a compact representation that summa-

rizes the rate of occurrence of each chord. To solve the

problem of cover song identification, we propose the use

of a well-established approach for fast retrieval in multi-

dimensional spaces, which is Locality-Sensitive Hashing

(LHS). A more accurate comparison is then performed be-

tween the top k results, based on the alignment of chord

progressions.

1.1 Previous work

Most of the cover song identification systems reported in

the literature work on small datasets (up to several thou-

sands of songs) and involve pair-wise comparison, when

a query song is matched against all the songs in the

database [1, 2]. This makes them impractical for large col-

lections, containing millions of items. A good overview of

existing approaches is given in [3].

Recent works on large-scale datasets are based on in-

dexing and fast retrieval. So far, several indexing schemas

have been introduced which allow for fast searching over

large databases. Bertin-Mahieux and Ellis [6] proposed us-

ing “chroma jump codes”. They extract beat-synchronized

chromagram, discover chroma bins with high energy, and

construct “jump codes” between such pairs. For retrieval,

“jump codes” extracted from a queried song are searched

in the database and results are ranked according to the

number of matching pairs. In the approach of Bertin-

Mahieux and Ellis [7], 2-D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

of overlapping chromagram segments corresponding to 75

beats are averaged with subsequent application of Principal

Component Analysis (PCA). Distances between vectors of

PCA components are used to generate ranked lists.

Several approaches have been proposed based on chord

sequence alignment. Lee [8] used chord sequences for

cover song identification. His approach is based on the

extraction of chords by means of a HMM-based recog-

nizer trained on data generated from MIDI. The songs

are ranked according to a DTW-based pairwise similarity

on key-transposed sequences. Bello [5] extended this ap-

proach, systematically evaluating key shifting, the cost of

gap insertions and chord swaps in string alignment. Martin

et al. [9] adapted tools from computational biology to align



chord sequences. However, their system could not perform

well on a subset of the MSD dataset, probably due to some

simplifications in the chord representations; instead of tak-

ing into account chord types, they extract only chord roots.

These works show that chord progressions can be success-

fully used as high-level features for the problem of cover

song identification.

The previous works listed above operate either on

frame-level features such as chroma [1, 2] or chords [5, 8],

or by extracting very compact descriptors of the whole

song [6, 7]. The former approaches are more accurate

but do not scale to large databases, since brute-force se-

quence matching is computationally expensive. The latter

approaches allow for scalability, but usually are limited in

terms of performance. In this paper, the problem of cover

song identification is approached trying to find a compro-

mise between fast retrieval and exhaustive matching.

1.2 Organization of the paper

The datasets and the evaluation methodology are presented

in Section 2. Section 3 briefly describes the proposed sys-

tem architecture, including front-end processing and in-

dexing schema. Section 4 is devoted to experimental re-

sults. Some conclusions and future work are finally pre-

sented in Section 5.

2. DATASET AND EVALUATION

METHODOLOGY

The lack of large datasets for cover song identification

is a problem, which has always been an obstacle to de-

velop systems suitable for commercial use, i.e., able to run

queries on a large database comprising millions of songs.

The Million Songs Dataset (MSD) is the first attempt to

create a large dataset for different MIR tasks. The MSD

dataset contains features and meta-data for one million

songs. All the features are extracted using the EchoNest 1

API. Unfortunately, the distribution of the MSD dataset

does not contain chords. We used chroma segments and

beats to estimate chord sequences from MSD features us-

ing the template-matching approach [10].

The Second Hand Songs (SHS) 2 dataset consists of

meta-data for around 250000 songs. For about 50000

songs a link to YouTube 3 video is available.

An intersection of the SHS and the MSD datasets was

used to build the SHS-MSD dataset. 18196 songs from the

SHS dataset are chosen to form the SHS-MSD dataset. It

was proposed to divide the SHS-MSD dataset into training

(12960 tracks) and test (5854 tracks) parts [6]. They will

be referred to as SHS-training and SHS-test, respectively.

Due to the fact that data provided with the MSD dataset

does not contain waveforms, and extracted chroma fea-

tures are probably not the best solution to produce chord

recognition rate comparable to state-of-the-art systems, we

1 http://www.echonest.com
2 http://www.secondhandsongs.com/
3 http://www.youtube.com/

collected our own dataset. It will be referred to as SHS-

WAV dataset. We used the SHS website to download

24282 videos, from which audio tracks were extracted.

All the tracks from the SHS-WAV dataset are divided in

5650 cover groups. The largest group contains 128 cov-

ers, which is “Summertime” by George Gershwin. To our

knowledge, this is the largest collection of audio wave-

forms suitable for the evaluation of large-scale cover song

identification systems. The list of the songs for both the

datasets and the corresponding extracted chords are pub-

licly available 4 .

We follow the same evaluation methodology as pro-

posed in [7]. As with many other information retrieval

systems that produce a list of ranked items as a result, we

adopt Mean Average Precision (MAP) as the main evalu-

ation metric. We also report Average Rank (AR), but this

metric is less informative and can be misleading when used

alone. AR is mostly influenced by the most difficult covers,

while differences in the top of the rank are neglected [7].

We also present distribution statistics of the ranked songs

for the whole MSD dataset with a particular emphasis on

the top ten results.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Chords and melody are considered to be essential charac-

teristics of a song. They are the two attributes that describe

tonal and harmonic properties of a musical piece and al-

low us to identify a song among many others, regardless

of tempo, instrumentation, or genre. The proposed cover

song identification system is based on the use of chord pro-

gressions and chord profiles. Chords are considered to be

a high-level descriptor. Despite possible local changes in

the different renditions of a song (e.g., a major chord is re-

placed by a minor one) the general characteristics of the

chord progressions embedded in it are typically preserved

from one cover to another. Therefore, in this paper we ex-

plore different ways of exploiting chord progressions and

chord profiles to build a robust and large-scale cover song

identification system. The block diagram of the proposed

system presented in Figure 1. It comprises the following

structural components: high-level feature extraction, in-

dexing and retrieval.

3.1 Chord progression extraction

Chord progressions and chord profiles are the two high-

level features used in the proposed system. The extrac-

tion of beat-synchronous chord progression is the first step.

Two different datasets are used to evaluate the proposed

approach, one containing audio waveforms and the other

containing only features and metadata. Correspondingly,

two different chord extraction techniques are adopted as

discussed below.

In the case of SHS-WAV dataset, for the extraction of

beats and chords from audio waveform we use Vamp 5 plu-

gins Chordino and BarBeatTracker that show state-of-the-

4 https://github.com/FBK-SHINE/CoverSongData
5 http://www.vamp.org
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed system

art results. The beat structure is used to obtain a tempo-

independent sequence of chords. Once chords and beat

structure are extracted, the chords are split into beat seg-

ments so that each beat segment contains one chord. If

a chord transition occurs inside a beat segment, the chord

segment that has the longest intersection with the current

beat segment is used to derive the chord label. The chord

dictionary comprises two chord types, which are major and

minor.

To derive chord progressions from the MSD dataset,

beat-synchronous chroma features are first extracted. We

follow the approach of Bertin-Mahieux and Ellis [6],

where chroma vectors are averaged across beat segments.

In the second step, we apply the template matching tech-

nique proposed in [10]. Template matching for chord

recognition is based on the idea of introducing a set of

templates for each chord type. The template configura-

tions are derived heuristically. We define a binary mask as

a 12-dimensional chord template in which the pitch classes

that correspond to constituent notes of the given chord are

set to one, while the other components are set to zero. A

binary template T is defined as

T = [ZC , ZC♯, ZD, ZD♯, ZE , ..., ZA♯, ZB] (1)

where Zp denotes the mask value that corresponds to the

pitch class p. For example, binary masks for C major and

D minor chords would take the following form:

T(C:maj)=[1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0]

T(D:min)=[0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0]

The template that produces the highest cosine similarity

between chroma vectors is used to generate a chord label

for the given beat segment. The cosine similarity between

vectors a and b is defined as

Sc(a, b) =
a · b

‖a‖ ‖b‖
(2)

where ‖·‖ denotes Euclidean distance.

The resulting sequence of beat-aligned chords is subse-

quently used as a compact representation of the harmonic

structure of the song. However, the comparison of chord

progressions is usually done by sequence alignment, which

is a computationally expensive operation and cannot be

used on a large scale. Therefore, we propose to further

compress the extracted high-level features. This can be

done by discarding the temporal information and compact-

ing all the related contents in a chord profile. A chord

profile is a 24-dimensional vector, in which each dimen-

sion corresponds to the rate of occurrence of a chord. Let

ni be number of beat segments containing chord i, where

i ∈ 1..24. Then, the i-th component of the chord profile

vector c is calculated as ci = ni

N
, where N is the total

number of beat segments.

Chord profiles and chord progressions extracted for

each song of a given dataset are stored in a database. In the

retrieval stage, high-level features extracted from a queried

song are used to derive a ranked list of possible covers from

that database, as described in the following section.

3.2 Retrieval

The proposed cover song identification system relies on a

two-step retrieval schema. Given a large database of chord

profiles and a queried song, we address the problem of

finding the nearest neighbors. Finding the nearest neigh-

bors of an element in large databases is a well-known prob-

lem addressed in many areas of information retrieval. For

low-dimensional data, nearest neighbor search can be per-

formed by partitioning the search space using, for exam-

ple, k-d trees as mentioned in [11]. Data with high number

of dimensions cause the so-called “curse of dimensional-

ity”, when the distance between neighboring points tend to

be large [12]. Locality Sensitive Hashing is a probabilis-

tic approach to reduce dimensionality by hashing features



so that items that are close to each other fall in the same

bucket with high probability. Casey and Slaney [13] used

LHS for fast shingle retrieval from a comparatively large

database. Casey et al. [14] extended their work, perform-

ing analysis of optimal parameters and giving examples of

LHS application for different MIR tasks. Yu et al. [15]

proposed an adapted two-level LHS scheme to tackle the

problem of retrieving multi-variant audio tracks. In their

work, a study on trade-off between identification accuracy

and efficiency is presented.

For small datasets containing several thousands of

songs, a straightforward approach suggests computing the

distances between a queried song and all the items in the

dataset. When working with larger databases, containing

several millions of songs, a significant increase in speed

can be achieved by using LHS. Following the approach of

Casey and Slaney [13], in the first step we use LHS to re-

trieve the nearest neighbours. L1 distance is adopted as

distance metric. Given two chord profiles a and b, the dis-

tance between them is defined as

||a− b||1 =

24∑

i=1

|ai − bi| (3)

Note that L2 distance was used in our early experiments,

with definitely worse results. However, this topic should

be matter of further investigation.

Due to the fact that a cover of a given song can be per-

formed in a different key, we should introduce a mech-

anism to make the distance between chord profiles key-

invariant. This can be achieved by performing a circular

permutation of a queried song chord profile 12 times, tak-

ing into account all the possible key transpositions. For

each transposition, we retrieve a list of candidates. In the

final part of the first stage, all the lists are merged and all

the retrieved songs are ranked according to (3).

In the second step, the top k results are re-ranked by

computing edit (or Levenshtein) distances between chord

progressions. The edit distance is the number of insertions,

deletions and substitutions to transform one sequence into

another. Thus, a more accurate matching is performed,

which takes temporal information into account. Time com-

plexity of computing edit distance is O(nm), where n

and m are chord progression lengths of the songs under

comparison. Choosing k depends on the balance between

speed and precision. In our experimental setup, we set

k = 2000, which means that the top 2000 results from the

merged rank list obtained in the first stage are re-ranked

according to edit distance between chord progressions. In

this way, the output is refined taking into account temporal

alignment between a queried song and the top k items from

the merged ranked list.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Evaluating MSD features

The errors produced by the chord extraction propagate

through successive processing steps and eventually have

an impact on cover song identification performance. As a

result, it was important to understand if the features pro-

vided by the EchoNest API could be used for an accu-

rate chord estimation. As opposed to frame-based [10]

or beat-synchronous [1] approaches to extracting chroma

features, the EchoNest API has its own segmentation algo-

rithm which is independent of beat positions. The chroma

vectors are averaged across segments that can contain

several beats. On the other hand, some beats can con-

tain several such segments. Another limitation of these

chroma features is the absence of bass information. It

has been shown that using a lower frequency content, as

extra-feature, leads to a significant improvement in perfor-

mance [16, 17]. Given this, the chroma vectors delivered

with EchoNest API might not be the best features for auto-

matic chord extraction.

In fact, in our preliminary experiments we applied the

chroma feature extraction available with the EchoNest API

on the MIREX 2011 corpus to evaluate chord recognition

performance. The corpus consists of 220 songs of Beatles,

Queen, Zweieck and Carol King. The template-based ap-

proach described in Section 3.1 was used to generate chord

labels.

The experiment led to a chord recognition rate of

55.7%, compared to 77.8% obtained using the frame-level

template matching based on time-frequency reassigned

chroma features proposed in [18]. In the latter case, a 24-

dimensional chroma vector was used, where the first and

the second 12 dimensions corresponded to bass and treble

contents, respectively. This suggests that using alternative

chroma feature sets to represent a song can lead to an im-

provement in chord recognition rate, and as a consequence

in cover song identification performance.

In the following experiments, we compare the perfor-

mance of the proposed system when applied to the MSD

dataset and to the collected SHS-WAV dataset.

4.2 Chroma profiles

The first set of experiments aimed to collect statis-

tics of chord profile distances between covers and non-

covers. The results for the SHS-training and the SHS-WAV

datasets are presented in Figure 2.

To generate statistics on covers, we calculated distances

between chord profiles corresponding to all cover pairs in

the given dataset. As for non-covers, for each song we ran-

domly choose a non-cover song. In order to take into ac-

count possible key shifts, the distance between two chord

profiles is defined as the minimum distance among those

obtained for all the 12 possible circular permutations.

As shown in Figure 2a, for SHS-WAV dataset,

Gaussian-like distributions are obtained with mean values

and standard deviations of (0.66, 0.28) and (0.97, 0.26), for

cover and non-cover pairs, respectively. A similar behav-

ior is obtained with SHS-training dataset, for which mean

values and standard deviations are (0.76 0.26) and (0.98,

0.22), respectively.
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Figure 2: Probability density function of distance between

cover and non-cover pairs for SHS-WAV and SHS-training

datasets

4.3 Cover song identification results

Table 1 presents the results on the three datasets. We com-

pare our system with “chroma jumps” [6] and 2D-FFT [7].

On all the datasets, the proposed approach showed the best

results. The results reported for “SHS-training” were ob-

tained when using the training subset of MSD-SHS dataset

(12960 tracks). The results reported for “SHS-WAV” were

obtained when using waveforms extracted from YouTube

videos (24282 tracks). The “Full MSD” labeled columns

refer to the most important experimental setup, which indi-

cates the scalability of the approach and shows the perfor-

mance of the proposed features on the full MSD dataset.

Covers from SHS-test dataset (5854 tracks) were used for

querying.

It is interesting to see that the proposed system per-

formed significantly better on SHS-WAV dataset, if com-

pared to SHS-training dataset. This fact confirms that the

chroma features provided with MSD dataset are not the

best solution for chord extraction. It is likely that the very

low performance at this moment obtained on the full MSD

dataset can be significantly improved by processing the

original waveforms.

Figures 3 and 4 show the distribution of ranks for the ex-

Table 1: Experimental results on three datasets

System Average Rank MAP

SHS-training

proposed approach 958.2 0.10753

2DFTM (200 PC) [7] 3,005.1 0.09475

2DFTM (50 PC) [7] 2,939.8 0.07759

SHS-WAV

proposed approach 1,378.4 0.2062

Full MSD

proposed approach 114,951 0.03709

2DFTM (200 PC) [7] 180,304 0.02954

2DFTM (50 PC) [7] 173,117 0.01999

jcodes 2 [6] 308,370 0.00213

Table 2: Runtime and memory footprints

Dataset Size (songs) sec/query memory

SHS-WAV 24282 1.46 346M

SHS-training 12960 1.08 198M

full MSD 1 million 7.56 3690M

periments on the full MSD dataset. 10% of the covers were

ranked in the top 1000, and around 25% of them in the top

10000. For 255 queries, a cover was placed in the first

position, while 716 covers appeared in the top-ten ranked

list.

Average querying runtime for each dataset is presented

in Table 2. All the experiments were conducted on a mod-

ern laptop with 8GB of RAM installed and CPU Intel i7-

2760QM running at 2.4 GHz. Due to the compactness of

the chord progressions and chord profiles, it is possible to

put all the features extracted from full MSD dataset into

a hash table and store it in RAM. Memory footprint was

around 3.5 GB. In terms of speed, average runtime per

query without any parallelization appeared to be 7.56 sec-

onds when searching in the full MSD dataset.
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Figure 3: Rank distribution for the results on full MSD

dataset
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5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new system for scalable cover

song identification. The experimental results showed that

chord profiles can be used as an extremely compact high-

level feature that summarizes harmonic properties of a

song. The proposed two-step approach improves the sys-

tems on which we compared performance and suggests

room for an improvement. More sophisticated distances

than Levenshtein could be used for sequence alignment,

such as NeedlemanWunsch or Smith-Waterman, which

were used in [5] and [2], respectively. More efficient ways

of introducing key-invariance can be investigated. Instead

of using 12 circular permutation to make a query, an alter-

native feature vector representation can be utilized. Exper-

imental results obtained on different datasets showed that

switching from precomputed feature data provided by the

EchoNest API to state-of-the-art high-level feature extrac-

tors may further improve the performance.
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